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Committed to the preservation and restoration of the vehicles in their original form

From the Chairman

Important membership update

En so arriveer 2014 en.oor 10 maande is dit
sommer alweer Saamtrek tyd! I trust that each
one of you had a well-earned rest (those that
did not – I’m sure it will be soon), 2014 lies
ahead of us and all we can wish for is that it
will treat us with kindness.

Annual membership renewal must please be done
before end of February 2014. R250 per annum.
New members pay the R250 membership fee
PLUS R150 registration fee, they receive a
magnetic number plate worth R120.

Ons het die hartseer nuus ontvang dat een van
ons Volvo manne die tydelike met die ewige
verwissel het - ‘n man wat baie vir Volvo
gedoen het deur die jare en ons was bevoorreg
om hom as lid te hê Ons innige simpatie en
meegevoel aan al die Kruger’s van
Rustenburg met die afsterwe van hul
eggenoot, vader, broer en vriend Apie Kruger.
Some good news is that Volvo Car South
Africa has agreed to sponsor the 2014
newsletter. All the Volvo dealers in South
Africa have been invited to become more
involved with the Club and they will be
receiving our newsletters throughout the year
to distribute to their employees, clients and
friends! The first Volvo dealership
advertisement also appears in this issue.
This is much needed support for our Club. and
on behalf of the Club we thank you for all the
support to keep the Club alive and the
privilege we have to be the custodians of the
Volvo Heritage in South Africa.
Nou ja, met die jaar wat so oop lê soos die
vlaktes in die Karoo wens ek julle elkeen ‘n
wonderlike 2014 toe. Welkom aan al ons
nuwe lede en natuurlik al ons nuwe lesers –
ons sien uit om van julle te hoor en te
ontmoet.,
To all our new readers – I hope you enjoy the
newsletter. You do not have to own a Volvo in
order to be a member, so if you are
keen….join us! You are more than welcome
to come and visit us at the large car shows
across the country, attend our annual Saamtrek
and send us any interesting Volvo news for
our newsletter.
Volvo groete
Loggies.

USE YOUR MEMBERSHIP NO when making
payment & short description of what you are
paying! E.g.: 1041 – Club fees OR 1041 – 2x
stickers. This way we know who & what!
Enclosed is your membership renewal advice
reflecting the amount owed – if it is a “0”
THANKS, then you have renewed. If it shows and
outstanding amount it means you need to renew
your subscription. If your statement is incorrect,
please contact Hersel and give him the details of
your payment so that we can rectify it. Without
you….we don’t exist!

Club Banking details:
Bank – Standard Bank
Account No – 200054996
Branch code – 006005 (The Glen)
Account name – Volvo Owners Club of SA
Country – South Africa
Swift code – SBZAZAJJ
(Use your membership No as reference)

2014 events:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

18 - 19 Jan: Classic Car & Bike Show
Timour Hall Cape Town
8 - 9 Feb : George Classic Car Show.
9 March – Any Damn Wheels Day Tarlton
6 April: Angelas Picnic Delta Park Jhb
1 May – Potchefstroom Classic Car Show
16 - 18 May: Knysna Motor Show
18 May: Cars in the Park Pietermaritzburg
13 - 15 June: Volvo Walk to Vryheid.
14 June: Vryheid Old Car Show
20 July: Scotburgh Classic Car Show
3 August: Cars in the Park Zwartkops
Pretoria
6 - 7 Sept: Wheels at the Vaal
Vanderbijlpark.
17 - 19 Oct: 2014 National Saamtrek.
Gariep Dam (Venue to be confirmed)

If you are aware of any events in your area or in
South Africa not listed here please send the details
to Brian Smal at bsmal.777@gmail.com

“Bang for your Buck” - Round 2 - by Howard
Bates:
When stripping the B20 engine, use the correct
tooling thereby limiting the damage to
components.

Tag locations of the bearings, stressed bolts, push
rods, cam followers, conrods, pistons etc. Why??
Well, when cleaning and doing your visual checks
and finally doing crack checking, you may find a
problem. This way you can identify where the part
came from, identify its matching parts and
investigate for any resultant damage. To save time
and your bucks: crack check the block, the
cylinder head, the cam, the conrods, the rockers
and all the stressed bolts before sending for
machining. Do the alignment checks of the rods,
crank and the push rods . The fibre cam gear in
this instance gets a distance check along with the
exhaust valves, conrods and pistons. Certain bolts,
brackets, clamps, pulleys, and steel tubing will be
sent off for cad plating. Sean at Glutek
engineering, with the use of their CNC machines
took care of modifying the steel cam gear to a
Vernier gear:

The original C cam, after much discussion with
Gerald at Camtech worked the profiles to a “+”
280° grind with “+” 105° lobe separation along
with grinding and polishing the cam followers:

Larger high grade stainless steel exhaust valves
were manufactured, thanks to Hersel and second
hand inlet manifolds were welded by Aero Tig
welders and machined back to original condition:

The cast iron exhaust manifold was duly relieved
of the SU inlet manifold. Air filter box had to be
“stretched” to accommodate the twin webers,
keeping them clean and quiet:

Franco and Fabio at Power Motor Engineering did
a fantastic, precision job on the boring, stroking,
line-boring, valve seat inserts and the ad-hoc
machining requirements

.
Yes, we stretched the limits, but it’s all part of the
challenge. Local gasket manufacturers, Joint Seal,
ensured the larger cylinder bores and larger
exhaust ports could be accommodated. Two vital
components to pay attention to: 1- The oil pump.
If in doubt fit a new one. 2- The water pump.
Whether you use a genuine or aftermarket assy.
Always ensure the vanes to the pump casting
clearance is minimal. I like this to be <0.020”.
This will help water flow when idling or driving
in slow traffic. This engine must work in the
lower RPM ranges so the rockers, valve springs
and push rods will remain standard. Do a
compression test on each valve spring to ensure
all are equal and still to spec. Not too much has to
happen to the late model B20 head with the bigger
inlets besides slight dressing of the inlet port,
opening the exhaust ports after the high grade
inserts are fitted and machine the 3 angles to all
the seats. Running on pump fuel the max safe
compression ratio will be ± 10.5:1. This should
keep detonation at bay and run a ± 32° spark adv.
During the initial trial assembly of the engine look
at crank alignment, bearing clearances, conrod
clearance between oil gallery and the big casting
on the conrod, piston protrusion to get the correct
squish clearance between piston and cyl head and
confirm the reworked cam runs free and its
modified gear runs true. Ensuring everything has
place to rotate and is free when torqued up, the
connecting rods, pistons, crank, flywheel, pressure
plate, front pulley and bearings can then removed
and sent for balancing – static and dynamic. Final
assembly – installation – Round 3 including the 1st
dyno run………………………Howard

Equipped Custom By Lluwellin-Lee Peyper
Chapter three
Starting this letter it brings loads of
disappointment to know that the Equipped
Custom Crew missed the Volvo Gathering this
year. I do hope everyone had a great time.
In life we are constantly busy fighting all the odds
that are against us. Finishing Sleeper had to be the
biggest fight the Equipped Crew sadly lost.
However it shows that it wasn’t meant to be thus
the Crew are still hard at work preparing Sleeper.
Now every modification, every part and every nut
can be double checked to make sure nothing is
missed with the build of the motor. The good
news is that the conrods that we ordered have
arrived in SA and it have been delivered safely to
the shop. With all the ordered parts from overseas
received the crew can now start with the motor
build.
The hardest work had to be the preparation of the
entire suspension. Not a single part has gone
unnoticed. It’s safe to say the 60`s model has been
upgraded to the present high standard
requirements of all the new sports cars. I
personally think the suspension and new brake set
up is my favourite part of Sleeper. In summary, let
me share the upgrades Sleeper has undergone
suspension-wise.

The rear suspension has received 19 different
reinforced upgrades. Twelve High performance
Bilstein bushes were imported from the USA.
Sleeper will be rolling with custom-built Polestar
coils as well as custom-built Polestar adjustable
shock absorbers equipped with 49 different
damping settings. A modified body to diff roll bar
has been fitted plus a custom diff feedback rod.
With such modifications on a rear suspension it’s
safe to assume that Sleeper will be churning out
serious power. It`s vital to put as much power
down on the road as possible.

A custom-built G-force G600 prop shaft will
make sure all the power from the motor goes to
the diff and down onto the tar.
The double wishbone front suspension remains
largely unchanged. Custom-built Bilstein bushes
have been fitted with a custom bump stop to
ensure no bottoming out of the adjustable shock
absorbers will occur. The Volvo 122 was fitted
with a 22mm anti-roll bar, but the Equipped
Custom Crew upgraded the anti-roll bar to a
32mm custom-built Polestar roll bar.
With most of the suspension done the Equipped
Custom crew recently went to JHB to spend time
with the brilliant Mr Brian White, a well-known
car enthusiast and Porsche motor builder. Brian is
a man that has so much experience, so for the
Equipped Crew is was an Honour to spend time
with him.
Once back in Bloemfontein the crew got right
back to finishing the upgraded New adaptors
have been designed to accommodate the new
Porsche front and rear brakes. A lot of time has
been spent designing the adaptors - firstly cutting
each prototype out of plastic before cutting the
end product. A CNC (Cad & Can Machine) had to
be used to make sure every adaptor was cut with
precision. Tool steel was used to cut each of the 4
Porsche brake calliper adapters whilst CU92
aircraft aluminium was used to cut each rotor
adapter. As you can imagine a lot of machining
work had to be done to accommodate the new
highly precise brake set up Sleeper will be
running with.

Cutting the plastic brake calliper adaptor
prototype took one and a half hours, with the final
product taking a full nine hours of CNC cutting
per adaptor. With each adapter a new cutting bit
had to be used. Each rotor adaptor product took
two hours to cut.

True German Engineering skills were required.
Equipped Customs made use of Michael (Owner
of Mettler Engineering) to assist with all the
precision machining work necessary to machine
all the adaptors.

On the other hand, had you not organized this
barbecue we probably would have gone to bed
already at the time the tree fell, the consequences
of which we rather not think of, so….Thank you
again !!
Slowly but surely the Equipped Custom crew are
inching forward with every modification. Looking
forward to keeping you updated with the next
chapter of Sleeper.
Regards
Lee Peyper

The volvo combi and the tree – by meike and
sybrand van der Meulen, holland
Dear fellow Volvo enthusiasts,
As you may remember we (26 classic Volvo
owners from Holland) visited your beautiful
country last year on a tour of about 7300
kilometres through South Africa, Namibia,
Botswana and SA again. A great once-in-alifetime experience!
We enjoyed the beautiy of all three countries, the
friendly people, the astonishing wildlife and – of
course – your hospitality. Especially Howard &
Liz and Piet & Joanne - we thanked them when
they visited us in Holland last February.
Unfortunately the activities you organized for us
when we were in SA turned out somewhat
‘unfortunate’. The Cape Town Tour was spoiled
by very bad weather (we hope to be able to do it
some other time because it must have been a very
beautiful tour) and the barbecue in Pretoria
suffered from a thunderstorm that appeared to be
too much for a 20 m high tree which destroyed
our cosy roof tent and caused considerable
damage to our 1965 Amazon Combi.

During that night and the following days we
experienced so much warmth and compassion
from the South Africans being present that night
and of course from our fellow travelers and from
Dirk, the landlord of the Fountain Valley
premises.
During the ‘Line-up’ in Johannesburg our ‘AMA’
stood there between all those beautiful Volvos
looking a bit sad. We called her ‘butsje’ because
of her dents and scratches all over. By then we
already knew that no harm was done to her ‘heart
and bones’: the engine, chassis and construction
were okay so we had already decided to have her
restored again once she returned to Holland.

We herewith send you some pictures of before,
during and after the restoration works. As you can
see, she’s now better than ever before although it
took a long time. We finished building her up
again in June and then went on several short
holidays with her.

Latest addition – by ravi naidoo
I would like to introduce my latest addition: a
Volvo 544 (1959) which is in fair condition and
will be restored.
At the Friday evening braai at the 2013 National
Saamtrek that was held at the Golden Gate Hotel
near Clarens I heard about the Volvo and there
and then next to the fires and whirling winds I
purchased the Volvo! The actual transaction was
concluded on Friday 8 November 2013.
It is now in my workshop in Johannesburg at
Chameleon Paint & Panel where it will be
stripped and restored. I will keep you updated
with progress and pictures so watch this space!

Since the car was almost completely stripped we
replaced all rubber seals, the broken windscreen of
course, some mouldings (roof, windscreen, nose
strip) and we replaced the rear window with a
heated one for comfort reasons. The car was
completely resprayed and of course bad, rusty
spots which already needed some attention were
repaired.

www.volvoclub.co.za
Find and join us on Facebook “volvo owners
club of SA”

As a result the 3-yearly insurance appraisal in July
was considerably higher than the last time.
So, dear friends, this is our story or rather the
story of the Amazon Combi who went to Africa
and came back better then she was! Thanks again
for all your friendliness, your help looking for
alternative sleeping places for the days after the
event and your interest in her recovery!!

From our face book page
Peter Stadler posted - Hey volvoholics. Just to
let you know, you can still register left hand drive
vehicles in South Africa. Same process as
registering a normal motor vehicle. Only thing is
its first registration must be in South Africa before
1996. Recently went through the process and no
questions asked. So it doesnt matter if you bought
the car in 2010, 2000 etc as long as it was
registered in SA oringinally before 96 theres no
issues

Loggies van Loggerenberg: Kowie Coetzee's ex
122S...my 1970 122S had same wheels. I would
give my front teeth for a set of those wheels! Here
it is..

Khalil Mohamed posted - Low Duett, most
likely Photoshop'd

Nico Smith: Ok kry 'n tang ek gaan solank daai
wiele soek vir jou
Narsing Chutterpaul: @ Loggies ... would have to
ship u of to the Cape then ...!!!

Rupert Geldenhuys, Isabella Nel and Jonathan
Rimer like this.
Loggies van Loggerenberg : Photoshopped....
Loggies van Loggerenberg: Same photo - my pink
version to see what it would look like

Loggies van Loggerenberg: Hou die tang and keep
the shipping,....I want the wheels first...LOL
Brian Smal posted - Got a new crankshaft but
having trouble making it fit in my Volvo. Where
am going wrong?......

Hennie Rautenbach posted - Spotted by a
friend... Love those wheels...

Narsing Chutterpaul: "u need to grow a little
bro'"....
George Couperthwaite: A pirate part ?

Club contact details:
We have two vacancies being the Free State and
North West. Sonder ondersteuning en hulp kan die
Klub nie werk nie, en ons kan nie die Vrystaat en
Noord-Wes net so laat nie…Krugers….du
Plessis’s?? Ons wag 

The committee
Chairman: Deon van Loggerenberg
dvl@mweb.co.za, 082 491 2603

Remember I need your contributions, stories and
news! I know of a few rebuilds happening –
looking forward to hearing about them!

Trading post:
FOR SALE - 1996 Volvo 850R in excellent
condition plus many classic Volvo spares (122
etc.) for R70 000. Contact Willie on 083 626
7965.
FOR SALE - 1994 Volvo 850GLT for sale in mint
condition 193000km - R80 000. Contact Annatjie
van Staden on 082 766 7816.

Vice Chairman: Johan Kotzé
themailbox@hotmail, 082 905 2468
Treasurer: Hersel Pepler
herselalda@yahoo.com, 074 497 4457

FOR SALE – 1968 Volvo 122S with new spares
worth R7000. R47,995, fitted with stainless steel
exhaust, tow bar, 5 bar tiger mags and new spares
It has a B20 motor which runs very well with no
oil leaks, gearbox is good. Carb runs a bit rich.
Contact Achmad Jappie 0825701246

Membership Secretary: Howard Bates
bateshome@wol.co.za, 011 672 7737
Memorabilia: Clive Nolte
clive.nolte@gmail.com, 082 327 3756
Events Co-odinator: Brian Smal
bsmal.777@gmail.com, 084 513 0234
Edries Ali - edries.ali@sasol.com, 076 760 2982

FOR SALE - 2003 Volvo S40 2.0 T well
maintained and looked after 165 000 kms, electric
windows, leather seats, A/C & FSH. R55 000 neg,
reasonable cash offers will be considered contact
Johan on 082 336 6722.
FOR SALE - 1969 Volvo 164S in good reliable
condition. R15000.00 Contact Claudia 041 366
1283. Volvo also advertised on Gum tree to see
photos go to http://www.gumtree.co.za/cp-cars-inport-elizabeth/vintage-volvo-164-519127564.

Area assistants:
Eastern Cape: Tou Nel 083 441 4867
Freestate: Vacant
KZN: Alfie Ball 082 882 9974
Mpumalanga/ Limpopo: Gerrit du Plessis 082 412
7817
Western Cape: Simon van der Schans 021 671
7488 & Wouter Wentzel 082 572 1953
North West: Vacant

From the desk of Eddy
From my side I wish you all a happy, prosperous
and a volvolicous 2014!
Hope you enjoy the first newsletter of 2014 and
welcome to the new advertisers and readers.

FOR SALE - 1996 Volvo 850R. Red with 185
000 km in good condition - R45 000. Contact
Herman on 081 537 7619.
FOR SALE - 1970 Volvo 122S B20. White with
red upholstery in excellent condition - R60 000
not NEG. Volvo PV544 - excellent condition,
modified and built of historic racing R90 000 not
NEG. Contact Jannes Homann on 082 821 4875.
WANTED - I am looking for 17 Inch rims for a
Volvo S40 (5x108 Bolt pattern.) Preferably T5 ,
R-Design or something similar. Email:
Matthewm2095@hotmail.com.
FOR SALE - 4 x polished 6" rims to 5 spoke
centres to fit 122/544 as new R5000. Call Howard
on 011 672 7737.
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The Volvo Concept Coupé - the next-generation
P1800: Elegant confidence enabled by the new
scalable architecture inspired by contemporary,
progressive Scandinavian lifestyle and design as well
as iconic elements from the past, the elegant new
Volvo Concept Coupé is the first of a series of three
concept cars that reveal the design possibilities created
by the company's new Scalable Product Architecture
(SPA). After a more than a year of rising expectations,
the first design by the new Senior Vice President of
Design, Thomas Ingenlath, showcases how design
builds emotion into the Volvo brand and points
towards the next generation of Volvo models, starting
with the forthcoming Volvo XC90 in 2014.
"The Volvo Concept Coupé is no futuristic dream car.
It is designed to demonstrate the capability of our new
architecture: the confident stance, the proportions and
the most prominent design signatures. Even though the
all-new Volvo XC90 is an entirely different type of
car, you will recognise the connection instantly when it
is revealed next year," says Thomas Ingenlath.
Developed in-house for Volvo Cars only, the Scalable
Platform Architecture liberates Volvo's designers and
engineers from the limitations of previous cross-brand
platforms. "The new Volvo Concept Coupé reveals
how we could shape our cars from now on. Free from
the superficial surface excitement of other car brands,
we add emotional value to the Volvo brand with the
calm, confident beauty that is the hallmark of
Scandinavian design," says Thomas Ingenlath.
Powerful visual impact - The visual impact of the new
proportions is most powerful when viewing the Volvo
Concept Coupé from the side. The distance between
the dashboard and the front axle is extended and the
greenhouse has been moved slightly rearwards.
A low bonnet, roof, and the five-spoke, 21-inch wheels
also contribute to the impression of an elegant Gran
Tourer oozing effortless power. The confident stance is
emphasized by a beltline that spans an elegant bow
along the whole car.
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"Think about the powerful calmness of a lion. He
doesn't have to prowl to radiate respect. Even lying
down he shows very clearly what he is capable of,"
smiles Thomas Ingenlath. New T-shaped DRL lights The face of the Volvo Concept Coupé is characterised
by a new topography on the bonnet and the ‘floating'
grille, flanked by headlights featuring new T-shaped
DRL light guides. Just like the rear light signature, the
DRL lights are distinctive elements in the new design
direction of Volvo Cars. "The face is new, but it also
carries more than 85 years of Volvo heritage with great
pride. We are still working with the final interpretation
of the grille and the iron mark and this will be revealed
together with the new Volvo XC90 next year," says
Thomas Ingenlath.
Echoes the iconic P1800 - The Concept Coupé also
features elements that echo the design of the Volvo
P1800 from the 1960s. "It is a car designer's duty to
reflect and incorporate design signatures that are vital
parts of the company's heritage. The P1800 is an iconic
Volvo, renowned for its beautiful forms and detailing.
However, using elements from the P1800 exterior and
interior has nothing to do with being retro. We are
using these subtle links to a glorious past to create a
future where sheer beauty becomes a recognised part
of Volvo's identity.
"That journey starts with the Volvo Concept Coupé,"
says Thomas Ingenlath. The Scalable Platform
Architecture is also being prepared for completely
autonomous driving. The first features with
autonomous steering to avoid accidents and make
driving more comfortable will be introduced in 2014 and Volvo Cars' aim is to have cars with fully
autonomous technology out on the roads before 2020.
The concept car features a two-litre high-performance
Drive-E petrol engine with a supercharger and turbo.
The petrol engine is teamed with an electric motor on
the rear axle. This gives Volvo Concept Coupé a total
output of around 298kW (400 hp) and over 600 Nm of
torque.
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